2003 ART I ST IN RES I DEN CE AT RORKE ’ S DRI F T

Zulu Warrior
Biro on paper, 60 × 40 cm, signed print

Girl with Braided Hair
Biro on paper, 60 × 40cm, signed print

2009 ART I S T IN RES IDENC E FO R
T HE HONOU RAB LE CO RPS OF GENT LEME N AT A RM S

The Queen’s Consort
2009 Sketchbook, 20 × 25 cm

Neither life, nor art,
ever stands still
Fifty years after the invention of the camera,
the American photographer Eadweard
Muybridge succeeded in stopping time. It was
1893, and Muybridge had been experimenting
with ways to use photographic technology
to give us a new understanding of the world.
He did this in his now-iconic series of photos,
The Horse in Motion, where he used a close
succession of freeze-frames to deconstruct
the run of a galloping horse. For the first time,
rapid movement had been seized, slowed
down and forever stabilised.
Fast forward a century or so, and the
camera’s ability to capture permanently a
fleeting moment still holds a mesmeric power.
Even in our age of ubiquitous film and video,
there is something uniquely compelling about
a moment of kinetic frenzy caught, timelessly,
on paper. This explains the enigmatic power
behind Jeremy Houghton’s latest art. His
equestrian works pay tribute to Muybridge
in their depiction of the breakneck action of
leaping horses, and the rest of his oeuvre is
replete with all things dynamic. To look at
these works is to acknowledge that neither
life, nor art, ever stands still.
Whether it is a sailor, caught in a split-second
as he leans precariously back out of his boat
with perfected skill, or a snow-boarder
delineated by an arc of glowing powder,
Houghton’s latest series of works catalogues
a fascination with the art of sport. Art
and sport may not immediately strike us
as the most complementary of categories,
but in fact, the two have been intertwined
throughout history. The figure of the athlete
has left an indelible imprint on Western
cultural history, the very origins of art –

prehistoric markings on cave walls – were,
after all, concerned with depicting huntsmen.
And arguably the most influential art works
ever produced were the archaic sculptures of
the Greco-Roman tradition, which pursued
perfection by rendering the athletic body
in stone. But if art and sport have always
shared a kinship, Houghton’s work will take
on another dimension, as we enter the
countdown to Bermuda 2017.
Houghton is the official artist for Sir Ben
Ainslie, and the British challenge to win the
35th America’s Cup, thereby contributing
directly to the cultural credibility of the
world’s oldest sporting trophy. The question
of how best to creatively respond to this
competition has been looming in the air since
Houghton was the official Olympic artist for
London 2012. With such a historical event, a
trans-global competition and world-renowned
brand, the question is; how does one even
begin to respond and represent this through
art? Maintaining a cohesive dialogue with art
history is a crucial aspect of this task, and one
which Houghton’s work naturally responds
to. His sailing paintings such as Flotilla bear a
striking resemblance to the famous painting
by the great American artist Winslow Homer,
Sailing by Moonlight. Both artists depict sailing
scenes, and through simple compositions
reflect the charm of evening sailing. The
simplicity of both images calls attention to the
light on the water, as the boats work in gentle
tandem with nature.
Other works from Houghton’s portfolio,
however, adopt an even more dynamic
aesthetic. With their cut-off viewpoints,
oblique angles and picture planes shrouded in

splashes of water, works such as Graceful truly
capture the chaotic, adrenaline-fuelled nature
of competitive sailing. Houghton has been
training directly with sailors from all disciplines
as research for his America’s Cup project, and
the palpable vigour of his images is the result
of this direct engagement with these nautical
athletes. He has been on excursions with
the British team, where, amidst the frenetic
conditions of training, he takes a series of
photographs, relying on a digital camera and
a ‘machine-gun’ rapid-fire approach, snapping
continually and then only using a fraction of
the resulting images. To create his highcontrast, sparse images, he shoots into the
light, letting the camera naturally obliterate
great parts of the image, leaving the bare
outlines which he then replicates into minimal
drawings of figures, which pass through the
moment like shadows. He then sketches and
paints liberally by hand, using masking fluid,
watercolour and oil paints to focus on the
areas of white space which are so important
within his paintings. “To paint movement”,
he says, “You have to eliminate detail. I have
pushed this concept further by also reducing
my palette. This is how I portray the story
rather than the person”.
This effect in Houghton’s work is figure
painting with much more than just the
figure – it’s about their dissolution into the
environment. The advantage of images like this
is, by only offering you half of the information,
Houghton leaves space for the observers’
imagination to discern the rest, to fill in the
gaps. They succeed in telling, in other words,
a much wider narrative. Indeed, in Houghton’s
work, the figure is only ever half the story.
Never the central point of the action, the
characters who people his work are semiconcealed, caught mid-movement, drawing
into focus in scattered paint-marks, like iron
shavings around a magnet. The figure is merely
a smaller part of a greater whole, and in this
case, the ‘whole’ which encompasses them is
as elemental as the theme of water.
Water, as a motif, initially appealed to

Houghton for the aesthetic challenge of
rendering its translucent beauty. It is easy to
see why, many of his images delight in the
sparkling refractions and changing colour
scopes of rivers and lakes. His loose, scattered
brushstrokes always linger on the threshold
between accident and intention. Painting
water like this is, in essence, painting light,
and this throws up a peculiar paradox; whilst
it illuminates the image, light simultaneously
threatens to over-expose it. Houghton’s
images of skiers, for instance are almost
eclipsed entirely by light as they glide over the
snow, and a haze of ocean spray obliterates all
his scenes of maritime competition.
As well as pathways over ground and water,
birds in flight also feature in Houghton’s
repertoire. This has enabled the contemplation
of light and space, between objects, that in
other works are actually the focus of his
attention. This knowledge in the depiction
of flight is one of the reasons that led to
Houghton’s America’s Cup appointment.
These multi-hulled boats are in fact designed
to be airborne with only a foil preventing
complete lift off. In design, hydrodynamics
and aerodynamics merit equal consideration.
Likewise, Houghton captures progress both
through and over the sea, which can be as
relentless as the artist striving to capture
efforts to co-opt the environment’s power in
pursuit of success.

2012 OF FICIAL ART I ST FOR T HE LONDO N OLY M PI C GA ME S

Flotilla
Watercolour on paper, 70 × 60 cm (incl. frame)

Olympic Cycling
Watercolour on paper, 70 × 60 cm (incl. frame)

201 3 ART I ST IN RES ID ENCE AT HI GHGROVE FO R HRH T HE P RI NC E O F WALE S

Highgrove Bulls
2013 Sketchbook, 60 × 50cm, signed print

Highgrove from the Meadows
Watercolour on paper, 70 × 60 cm (incl. frame)

201 3 TOUR ART I S T F OR T HE A S TON MART I N C ENT E NARY TO U R O F E U RO PE

On the Alpine Corners
Watercolour on paper, 70 × 60cm (incl. frame)

Curves in all the Right Places
Watercolour on paper, 80 × 70 cm (incl. frame)

2 0 14 ARTI ST IN RESIDE NCE AT W I NDS O R C A S TLE F O R HM T HE QU EE N

The King’s Troop in Windsor Park
Watercolour on paper, 80 × 70 cm (incl. frame)

Royal Ascot Procession
Watercolour on paper, 70 × 60 cm (incl. frame)

2 0 15 ART I ST IN R ESIDENCE AT GOODWOOD FOR T HE E AR L O F M ARC H

Vintage Plane at Goodwood
Watercolour on paper, 70 × 60 cm (incl. frame)

Tinkering at Goodwood
Watercolour on paper, 70 × 60 cm (incl. frame)

2 016 O FF ICIAL ART I ST FO R THE J AMES HU NT ESTATE
CE LE B R ATIN G HI S F1 C HAMP I ON S HI P ’ S 40T H A NNI VE R S ARY

James Hunt, Dutch Grand Prix
Oil on canvas, 100 × 100 cm

James Hunt, US Grand Prix
Oil on canvas, 100 × 100 cm

2016 / 2017 ART I ST IN RES IDENC E AT L AND ROVER B AR F O R
SIR B EN AIN SLIE’ S AMERI C A’ S C U P CHA LLENGE

Training on the Solent
Watercolour on paper, 70 × 60 cm (incl. frame)

America’s Cup Hexaptych
Watercolour, each section is 175 × 35 cm (incl. frame)

F LIGH T PO RT FO LIO IN S PIRED BY TR AVEL S IN AFR I C A , WHI L S T
TE ACHING ART I N C AP E TOW N (20 00 –20 05)

Free as a Bird
Oil on canvas, 60 × 60cm

Wanderlust
Oil on canvas, 140 × 140 cm

Girls Just Wanna Have Fun
Oil on canvas, 100 × 100 cm

Guilty Pleasure
Oil on canvas, 100 × 100 cm

2016 TOUR ART I ST FO R THE ‘ RACE AGAI N S T T I ME’ E X PE DI T I O N TO T HE NORT H PO LE

Polarscape (section)
Mixed media on board, 30 × 80 cm

TH ESE POL AR SC APES WE RE IN S PIRED BY T HE DES ERTSC APES FRO M
HO UGHTON ’ S E XP ERI ENC E OF T HE S I NAI DES E RT ( 20 06 )

Desertscape (section)
Mixed media on board, 30 × 80 cm

Contemporary British artist Jeremy Houghton creates artworks that depict the dynamic world. He paints sport, journeys and
adventure to explore the essence of motion, favouring themes of light, space, transience and change. The subjects and places
that characterize these scenes are illuminated by the way that he shapes the spaces between things, and the spaces in which
bodies linger, shimmer, move and often take flight.
E XHI B ITI ON S , RESIDE NCIES AND AWARDS
2017
Official artist for the Wimbledon Championships
Artist in Residence, Land Rover Ben Ainslie Racing, America’s Cup
2016
Official Artist James Hunt 40th Anniversary
Tour Artist, Race Against Time – expedition to the North Pole
Solo exhibition, Trinity House Fine Art, Broadway, UK
Solo exhibition, Good Sport Diehl Gallery, USA
Fine Art MA by Research, University of Gloucestershire
2015
Artist in Residence at Goodwood
2014
Artist in Residence at Windsor Castle
Solo Exhibition 10 Year Retrospective, Ashmolean Museum UK
2013
Artist in Residence at Highgrove
Tour Artist, Aston Martin Centenary tour
2012
Official Artist, London 2012 Olympic Games
Solo exhibition, The Pheonix, The Visual Arts Gallery, India.
Best Sporting Artist, S.E.A
2011
Solo exhibition, In the Pink The Everard Read Gallery, SA
Artist in Residence, Kamfer’s Dam, SA
2010
Solo exhibition, Think Pink The Saatchi Gallery, UK
2009
Artist in Residence, The Gentlemen at Arms’ – Commission to paint HM The Queen
2008
Official Artist, London Fashion Week
2006
World Windows Experiment
2000–2005
Head of Art, International School of Cape Town
1999
Fine Art Degree, University of Provence (Unfinished due to Cape Town job offer)
1998
Summer Foundation Course, The Slade
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To the Moon and Back
Oil on canvas, 70 × 70 cm

1992–1996
LLB Honours Law, University of Exeter
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